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B. N. Allison has defined structurable algebras in [ 1 ] as unital non- 
associative algebras (&, - ) with involution over a field @ of characteristic 
22, 3 which satisfy the identity (2) below. These include all unital (com- 
mutative) Jordan algebras (with the identity map as involution). They are 
important because they yield models of all finite-dimensional isotropic sim- 
ple Lie algebras of characteristic 0 [2]. 
In [13] we developed a structure theory for finite-dimensional struc- 
turable algebras (d, - ) of characteristic 0. After characterizing the radical 
and semisimplicity, we proved the Wedderburn principal theorem 
(= radical splitting theorem) for structurable algebras. Our principal tool 
was the Lie algebra X(&, -) which Allison introduced in [2] by 
generalizing the Tits-Koecher construction of a Lie algebra from any Jor- 
dan algebra [lo; 8, Sect. 8.51. 
In this paper we define structurable bimodules (A, -) for structurable 
algebras (d, -). One purpose in doing so is to prove the uniqueness of the 
Wedderburn decomposition (by the method used for other classes of non- 
associative algebras; for example, in [6, 11, 43). 
We begin in Section 1 by sharpening and extending our previous results 
on the radicals of (&, - ) and Xx(&, - ). In Section 2 we use structurable 
bimodules to prove the generalization, to structurable algebras of charac- 
teristic 0, of the first Whitehead lemma for Jordan algebras [6, 
Theorem 9.1; 8, Theorem 7.141 and the Malcev-Harish-Chandra theorem 
for Jordan algebras [6, Theorem 9.3; 8, Sect. 7.81. This yields the desired 
uniqueness of the Wedderburn decomposition. 
In Section 3 we prove that structurable bimodules for semisimple linite- 
dimensional structurable algebras of characteristic 0 are completely 
reducible. In Section 4 we apply our results on structurable algebras to 
alternative algebras in order to obtain new proofs of some of our results 
in [ll]. 
Insofar as possible we use Allison’s notation and terminology as given in 
[l, 21. Also we use freely our results in [13]. 
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1. THE RADICALS OF (-01, -) AND X(&, ) 
Let (d, -) be a unital nonassociative algebra with involution ~ over a 
field @ of characteristic 22, 3. Denote the identity element of & by 1. For 
x, y in &, define V,,, in End,(d) by 
ox,, = (V) z + (4 x - (z4 Y 
for all z in d. For x in &, define TX = V,,, , so that 
T,(Y) = XY + YX - YX (1) 
for all y in d. Then (a, -) is called structurabfe [ 1, p. 1353 in case 
for all x, y, z in d. It is known [l] that (d, - ) is structurable with the 
identity map as involution if and only if d is a unital (commutative) Jor- 
dan algebra. 
If (&, -) is structurable, the structure Lie algebra Strl(d, -) [2, 
p. 18383 is 
Strl(&, - ) = Td 0 Der(d, -) 
where we write TL9 = {TX: x in W} for any subspace 9 of d and where 
Der(d, -) is the Lie algebra of all derivations of (d, -). For x, y in &, 
the operators Vx,Y span a Lie algebra, the inner structure Lie algebra 
Instrl(d, -), and the operator D,,, in End,(d), defined by 
Dx,,(z) = fc L-4 Yl + cx, VI, zl + cz, Y, xl - cz, 2, Yl (3) 
for all z in d [ 1, Eq. (15)], is a derivation of (&‘, - ). For x, y in &, the 
operators D,, span a Lie algebra, the inner derivation algebra Inder(d, -). 
The elements of Inder(&, - ) are called inner derivations of (&, - ), and 
Instrl(d, -) is the vector space direct sum 
Instrl(&, -) = Td @ Inder(d, - ). 
Then Inder(d, -) is an ideal of Der(d, -), and Instrl(d, -) is an ideal of 
Strl(d, -), since 
CD, ~,,,I = v,,, + f’7o.v CD, D,,,l = D~x,y + D,, (41 
for all x, y in &, D in Der(&, -) [2, Eq. (12)]. For subspaces W, V of &‘, 
we denote by Dnv the subspace of Inder(d, -) spanned by all D,,, for x 
in g’, y in %?. 
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Let Y = (s in d: S= -s}, and M = JV(&, -) = {(x, s): x in d, 
s in P’}. For any subspace B of d, we denote by MB the subspace 
N* = {(x, s): x in B, s in GY n 9”) of JV. Let 2 be @-isomorphic to N 
under a linear map n -+ fi. 
If (&, - ) is a structurable algebra over @, a Lie algebra 9(d, - ) is 
defined by Allison [ 2, p. 18411 as the space 
P(d, -)=T@Strl(s$, -)@JV”, (5) 
equipped with the unique anti-commutative bilinear product [ , ] which 
extends the product on Strl(d, -) and satisfies 
CT,, (z, s)l = (T&I, 32 +xs), (6) 
co, (z, s)l = wz, Ds), (7) 
[TX, (z, s)-] = (- TJZ), -53 - sx), (8) 
L-Q (&4-l = m m-, (9) 
CC6 r), (Y, ~11 = C-4 XV - y.3 (10) 
Ck 6, (Y, $1 = (0, xj - YX)“, (11) 
and 
cc% rh (Y, 4-1 = -4% or+ T/X,), + LJ, + cry, 0) (12) 
for all x, y, z in d; r, s in P’; D in Der(d, -), 
The Lie algebra 
Xx(&, -)=~VOInstrl(s;S, -)@Ju^, (13) 
which we have used extensively in [13] and which we shall use as our prin- 
cipal tool here, is an ideal of 5(d, - ) since Instrl(d, - ) is an ideal of 
Strl(d, -) [2, p. 18421. 
LEMMA 1. Let (~9, -) be a structurable algebra over @. Then X(&, -) 
equals its own derived algebra: 
X(d, -)=X(d, -)(I)= [s-(d, -), X(d, -)]. (14) 
Proof: For all z in &, s in .40, we have CT,, (z, s)] = (z, 2s) by (6) and 
CT,, (2, d-1 = C-z, -W- by (81, so that JV E CT,, N] EX(&, -)(l) 
and JC [T,, >] GX(&, -)o). Also (12) implies that [(x,0), 
(YY WI = vx,, for all x, y in d, so that Instrl(.&, -) c_ [JV, >] c 
.X(&, -)(l). Hence (13) implies (14). 
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Let B be any ideal of a structurable algebra (~2, ); that is, B is an ideal 
of d such that B = B. Then 
I,(~)=.&OT,OD,,,&G (15) 
Z,(a) = $g 0 TB @ (D in Inder(d, - ): Dd E 99} 0 A$ 
are ideals of X(&, - ) [2, Proposition 51, satisfying Z,(B) E Z,(B) and 
t-Z*(~P), W&Y - )I c z,@v (16) 
[13, Eq. (21)]. We have proved in [13, Theorem 8(ii)] that, if @ has 
characteristic 0 and if W is the radical (=maximal solvable ideal) of a 
finite-dimensional structurable algebra (&, -) over @, then the radical of 
the Lie algebra X(&‘, -) is II( Following Koecher [lo, Corollary 2 to 
Theorem 61 for Jordan algebras, we sharpen this result as follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let (~4, -) be a finite-dimensional structurable algebra of 
characteristic 0. Then 
Z,(a) = Z,(B) = rad Xx(&, -). (17) 
Proof Levi’s theorem [7, p. 911 implies that X(&‘, -) = 
rad X(&‘, -)@ 9 where 8 is a semisimple subalgebra of X(&‘, -). Then 
(14) implies that rad X(d, -) 0 .Y = [rad X(&, -), X(d, -)] @ 
[=Y, Y], so that 
rad X(&‘, -) = [rad Xx(&, -), X(&, -)I. (18) 
Then Z,(B) = rad X(&‘, -) = [rad .X(&‘, -), 
X(&, -)I G Ii(B) c Z,(W) by (18) and (16). 
Wd, - )I = Cz*(a), 
An ideal 9 of an arbitrary nonassociative algebra d is called nilpotent in 
case there exists an integer t such that any product zlzl ... z, of t elements 
in g’, no matter how associated, is 0. For Lie algebras this reduces to 
(ad z,)(ad z2). . . (ad z,) = 0 for all z,, z~,..., z, in B. The maximal nilpotent 
ideal in a finite-dimensional Lie algebra is called its nil radical, and is 
clearly contained in the radical. 
THEOREM 3. Let (a, -) be a finite-dimensional structurable algebra of 
characteristic 0. Then the nil radical of %-(a, - ) coincides with rad 
.x(&9 -1. 
Proof: We have [rad X(&, -), X(&, -)I z nil rad X(&, -) by [7, 
Theorem 2.131. Hence (18) implies Theorem 3. 
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LEMMA 4. The radical 8 of any finite-dimensional structurable algebra 
(A!, - ) of characteristic 0 is characteristic; that is, D(W) c W for every D in 
Der(d, -). 
Proof Let F(&, -) be the Lie algebra (5). Then D is in Der(d, -) s 
F(d, - ), and the operator ad D on F(G’, - ) is a derivation of @T(&, - ). 
Since Xx(&, -) is an ideal of %(&, -), .X(&, -) is stable under ad D, so 
E=W D)lxlu(d,-j is a derivation of Xx(&‘, -). By (13) and Lemma 2 the 
radical of X(&, - ) is 
radX(d, -)=Z,(~)=~~OT,OD,,,OJ1/“,. (19) 
Also E(rad X(d, -))) C_ rad X(&‘, -) by [7, Theorem 3.73. Hence, for 
every x in W, we have E( TX) = (ad D) TX = [D, T,.] = T,, is in (19); that 
is, Dx is in W, as desired. 
THEOREM 5. Let (d, -) be a finite-dimensional structurable algebra of 
characteristic 0 with radical W. Let (Strl(&, - ))* be the associative envelop- 
ing algebra in End,(d) of the Lie algebra Strl(d, -). Then T,@ D,,, is 
contained in the radical of (Strl(d, -))*. 
Proof We see by (4) and Lemma 4 that TB@ D,,, is an ideal of 
Strl(&, -). Hence (19) is an ideal of g(&‘, -) in (5). Let L = TX+ D with 
x in 9?, D in Dl,&, be any element in T, 0 Da,&, and consider the 
operator ad L on F(d, -). Since (19) is nilpotent by Theorem 3, there 
exists an integer t such that (ad L)‘= 0. Now (6) and (7) imply that 
(ad L)(z, 0) = [L, (z, 011 = (Lb), 0) f or all z in A, so that 0 = (ad L)’ 
(z, 0) = (L’(z), 0), implying that every L in T,@ D,,, is a nilpotent 
operator on d. Hence T,$ D,,, is contained in the radical of the 
associative algebra (Strl(d, -))* by [7, Theorem 2.21. 
COROLLARY 6. TX is nilpotent for all x in 9. 
COROLLARY 7. D is nilpotent for all D in D,,,. 
Digression. In a letter dated March 4, 1983, B. N. Allison has pointed 
out that Theorem 7 of [13] may be obtained from results of 1. L. Kantor 
[9] as follows: “Let (d, - ) be a structurable algebra with trivial radical. 
Let (&, T) be the associated conservative algebra (as in my paper with 
Hein). Then, ideals of (a, - ) coincide with ideals of (zz2, T). By 
Proposition 9 on p. 40 of Kantor, Y(T) is finite dimensional. By the 
corollary on p. 26 of Kantor, (d, -) is the direct sum of simple ideals.” 
(Page numbers refer to pages in the National Research Council of Canada 
Technical Translation of I. L. Kantor’s paper [9].) 
The algebra (&, T) to which Allison refers is defined in [3] as follows: 
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let (&‘, -) be a structurable algebra over @; in the vector space d define a 
new product xTy by 
xTy=T,(y)=xy+yx-yjl (20) 
for all x, y in d. Then (a, T) is the nonassociative algebra over @ with 
product (20), and is called in [3] the associated conservative algebra. 
One recaptures (d, - ) from (&‘, T) as follows: (20) implies that 
x=2x-xT1 (21) 
for all x in d. (Hence any right ideal W of (&, T) is --stable in (d, -).) 
Now 
3xy = 2xTy + XTy + xTj - XT? - yTx + yT.5 - 2yTx + 2jT.? (22) 
for all x, y in & is equivalent to [3, Eq. (18)], so the product in (~2, -) is 
defined in terms of the product in (&, T) by (21) and (22). It follows from 
(20)-(22) that, as Allison states above, ideals of (~2, -) coincide with ideals 
of (&, T). Moreover, solvable ideals of (&, -) coincide with solvable 
ideals of (d, T). Hence, if (&‘, -) is a finite-dimensional structurable 
algebra of characteristic 0, the radical W of (-QI, -) coincides with the 
maximal solvable ideal of (a, T). 
Also nilpotent ideals of (&, -) coincide with nilpotent ideals of (&, T). 
For, if B is any ideal of (d, -), denote by S?k the subspace of (d, -) 
spanned by all products b,b, . . . 6, of k elements bi in &?‘, no matter how 
associated. Then s?& is --stable, since B is. Similarly, denote by Br the 
subspace of (&, T) spanned by all products 6, Tb, T.. * Tb, of k elements bi 
in S$ no matter how associated. It is easy to prove by induction on k that 
99: = G& for k = 1, 2, 3 ,... . Hence g is nilpotent in (&, -) if and only if B is 
nilpotent in (Se, T). 
We had hoped to use Theorem 3 to prove that the radical 2 of any 
finite-dimensional structurable algebra (&, -) of characteristic 0 is 
nilpotent, but have not yet been able to do so. That the radical is nilpotent 
is not a fact we shall need later in this paper, but it would be of indepen- 
dent interest. (Theorem 3 does yield a proof of the known fact that the 
radical g of any finite-dimensional (commutative) Jordan algebra d of 
characteristic 0 is nilpotent. For, if - is the identity, then TX = L, = R, for 
every x in &. Thorem 3 implies that there exists t such that 
(ad TX,) *.. (ad TX,) = 0 for all xi in 9. Then (6) implies that 
Tx, Tx, . * . T,., = 0, so that the enveloping associative algebra (T,)* of T& is 
nilpotent. Hence W is nilpotent by [12, Theorem 2.41.) 
It would seem that we could obtain from Kantor’s paper [9, p. 35, 
Lemma 21, where it is proved that any solvable ideal of (&, T) is 
“nilpotent,” the desired result that the radical of (&, -) is nilpotent. 
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However, the concept of nilpotence which Kantor uses appears to be dif- 
ferent from the one given here. For his proof begins with the statement that 
(over an algebraically closed field) any nonnilpotent algebra contains 
elements ei # 0 and e2 such that either ezel = e, or elez = e,. This would be 
true if nilpotence were to mean only that all left and right multiplications 
are nilpotent. In arbitrary nonassociative algebras this is a weaker con- 
dition than the concept of nilpotence we have been using, as may be seen 
from a 4-dimensional example. Let W have basis { ul, u2, uj, uq} and mul- 
tiplication defined by u, u3 = u2, u2 uq = uj, all other products uiuj = 0. Then 
L, and R, are nilpotent for every x in g (so there is no e2 in 3 such that 
either L,, or R,, has an eigenvector e, with eigenvalue 1, as Kantor’s 
statement requires). However, L,,R,, is idempotent, so that W is not 
nilpotent [12, Theorem 2.41. 
We are indebted to B. N. Allison for asking, in a letter dated Septem- 
ber 10, 1983, why Kantor’s statement above should hold. Unless there is a 
special reason why Kantor’s statement is true for the conservative algebras 
(~2, T), although not true in general, Kantor’s result appears to be weaker 
than what we need. Hence the question of whether the radical W of any 
finite-dimensional structurable algebra (d, - ) of characteristic 0 is 
nilpotent remains open. 
Remark. The proof of [13, Lemma 31 may be shortened by use of 
Eq. (22), since [ 13, Eq. (23)] follows immediately from (22). 
2. BIMODULES 
Let (&, - ) be a unital nonassociative algebra with involution - over a 
field @. A (unital) bimodule with involution for (&, -) is a pair (4, -) such 
that J is a unital bimodule for & (that is, there are bilinear compositions 
mxandxmin~forxind,min~,andml=lm=m)andm-+~isa 
linear operator on JZ satisfying 
rrt=m, Fiii=tii~, E+iif=.fti 
for all m in A!, x in d. Let 6’ = d @ A? be the split null extension of (&, - ) 
by (A, - ); that is, multiplication in d = d @ Jz’ is defined by 
(x+m)(y+n)=xy+(xn+my) 
for all x, y in d; m, n in JZ. Let - be the linear mapping on 8 which 
extends the mappings - on ~2 and A. Then (8, - ) is an algebra with 
involution having the same identity element 1 as (&, - ), and &! is an ideal 
of (d -) such that JZ* = 0. 
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Let (&‘, -) be a structurable algebra over CD of characteristic 22, 3. 
Applying Eilenberg’s general definition of bimodule [S; 8, Sect. 2.5; 12, 
p. 251, we call (A, -) a structurable bimodule for the structurable algebra 
(a, -) in the case the split null extension 
(8, -)=(-02, -)0(d, -) (23) 
is a structurable algebra. Although it would be possible to write out in 
terms of elements the equations which define a structurable bimodule, it 
seems unnecessary to do so (and therefore undesirable, since there would 
be so many terms). Instead we exploit the properties of a split null exten- 
sion. 
We wish to examine the Lie algebra .X(8, -) associated with the split 
null extension (23). Therefore we change our notation from Section 1, 
writing Y={s+t:s+t=-(s+t), s in d, t in JX} and N= 
{(x+m,s+t):x in ,c4, sin &nY, m in 4, tin ~%‘n9’}. Then 
X(8, - ) = 2 @ Instrl(b, -) 0 N. (24) 
For any subspaces W, 59 of b, denote by Va,% (resp. Da,,) the subspace of 
End,(&) spanned by all VU,,, (resp. D,,,); u in a’, U’ in V. Then V,,, = 0 
since J%?’ = 0, and Vd,M c T, + V,,, = TuH @ D,,, by [ 1, Eq. (16) and 
Lemma 61. Hence Instrl(b, -) = VB,I = V,,, + (TM @ D,,,). It is easy 
to see that the latter is a direct sum I’,,,@ T,@ D,,,. Also 
.N = N& @ NM, so that (24) becomes 
(In (26), V& resembles X(d, -) in (13), but the operators in T,$D&,& 
in (26) are in End,(b), not End,(d).) 
THEOREM 8. Let (&, -) be a semisimple finite-dimensional structurable 
algebra of characteristic 0, and (A!, - ) be a finite-dimensional structurable 
bimodule for (JS’, - ). If (8, - ) is the split null extension (23) and -LLT, is 
given by (26), then 
X(6, -)=w,@radX(b, -) (27) 
is a Levi decomposition for X(8, -); that is, Wd is a semisimple subalgebra 
of .X(8, -) satisfying (27). 
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Proof: V& is a subalgebra of X(B, -) by (6b(12).-Also .M is the 
radical of (8, -) since (a, -) is semisimple. Since DA,I= D,,d, 
Lemma 2 implies that 
radX(b, -)=Z,(~)=~~OT,8D~,~~O~ (28) 
by (15). Hence (25) implies (27). Then w&=X(&, -)/(radX(b, -)) is 
semisimple. 
A derivation of an algebra (&$, -) with involution into a bimodule (A, -) 
with involution is a linear mapping D of d into M satisfying D(xy) = 
(Dx) y + x( Dy) and E = DX for all x, y in d. Let (8, - ) be the split null 
extension (23). If D is a derivation of (&‘, -) into (JZ, -), extend D 
linearly to d so that DA%! = 0. Then the extended mapping is a derivation of 
(8, - ) mapping d into & and &? into 0. We call a derivation D of a struc- 
turable algebra (d, - ) into a structurable bimodule (A, - ) for (&, - ) 
inner in case this extended mapping is in D,.,. 
THEOREM 9 (First Whitehead Lemma for Structurable Algebras). Let 
(&, -) be a finite-dimensional semisimple structurable algebra of charac- 
teristic 0, and let (A?, -) be a finite-dimensional structurable bimodule for 
(d, -). If D is a derivation of (&, -) into (A!, -), then D is inner. 
Proof Let (8, -) be the split null extension (23) of (&, -) by (4, -). 
Extend D linearly to d so that DA? = 0, and denote the extended mapping 
also by D. Then D is a derivation of (8, -) mapping (&, -) into J? and 
JZ into 0. Since D is in Der(d, -)~g(&, -), we may consider (as in the 
proof of Lemma 4) the operator ad D on F(c?, -) and the derivation 
E= (ad D)(xCs,-I. Then 
E(x + m, s + t) = (Dx, Ds), E(x + m, s + t)“= (Dx, Ds)” (29) 
for all x in d, m in A, s in d n P’, t in .M n Y, and 
E(Tx+m)= To,, E(D x + m,x, + ,n,) = Dm,x, + Dx,~x, 
for all x, x’ in d; m, m’ in A. Then (29) and (30) imply that E maps %‘.-..-. 
in (26) into .?& 0 T, @DA,, 0 NM = Ii(&) = rad X(8, -) by (28). Any 
ideal of .X(b, -) (in particular, rad X(8, -)) is a Lie module for the sub- 
algebra Y& of the Lie algebra X(&‘, - ). Also E induces a derivation of “w, 
into rad Xx(&, -). Since w& is semisimple by Theorem 8, the first 
Whitehead lemma for Lie algebras [7, p. 773 states that this derivation of 
w& into rad X(8, -) in (28) is inner: there exists 
X= (m, t)‘+ L + (m’, t’) 
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in I,(A) (m, m’ in jlil; t, t’ in &! n 9; L in T.A( @ D,,,) such that 
for all W in Y+$. 
In particular, E(x, 0) = (Dx, 0) = [(m, t)*+ L + (m’, t’), (x, 0)] = (tx, O)“- 
V,,, + (Lx, 0) + (0, m/Z-- x73) for all x in d by (29), (12) (6), (7), and 
(10). Hence D = L = T,*, + D’ for some m” in A, D’ in D,,,. Then T,,,,, is 
in T, n Der(b, -) = 0 [l, p. 1361, implying m” = 0, so that D = D’ is in 
D . that is, the original derivation of d into ,k is inner. d(,d Y 
A subalgebra (a, -) of a structurable algebra (&, -) over @ is a sub- 
space 3 of d satisfying a2 E B’, B = g, and 1 E B. Clearly (B, - ) is itself a 
structurable algebra over Cp. 
COROLLARY 10. if (3, -) is a semisimple subalgebra of a finite-dimen- 
sional structurable algebra (~2, - ) of characteristic 0, then any derivation of 
(.%I, - ) into (&‘, - ) can be extended to an inner derivation of (d, - ). In par- 
ticular, tf (&, - ) is semisimple, then every derivation of (,ob, - ) is inner. 
Let W be the radical of any finite-dimensional structurable algebra 
(~2, -) of characteristic 0. Corollary 7 states that any derivation D in D,,, 
is nilpotent. Hence exp D is an automorphism of (&‘, -). We denote by G 
the subgroup of the group of all automorphisms of (a, -) which is 
generated by the automorphisms of the form exp D, D in DB,,. 
THEOREM 11 (Malcev-Harish-Chandra Theorem for Structurable 
Algebras). Let (.&, -) be a finite-dimensional structurable algebra of 
characteritic 0, .!A? be the radical of (d, - ), (%, - ) a subalgebra of (d, - ) 
such that (d, -) = (V, -) @ 9. If (9, -) is a semisimple subalgebra of 
(&‘, -), then there exists an automorphism n in G such that ~(9’) E %. 
Proof Consider first the case W* = 0. Using Theorem 9, the proof in 
this case is (except for the necessity of being careful about 1 and -) the 
exact analogue for characteristic 0 of the proof of [S, Theorem 7.153 for 
Jordan algebras: there exists an automorphism [ of (&‘, -) of the form 
[ = Z+ E, where E is in D,,, and E* = 0, such that c-‘(Y) E V. The proof 
of the theorem in the general case then follows by induction on dim B, 
exactly (except for the necessity of care about 1 and -) as in the proof of 
[8, Theorem 7.161 for Jordan algebras. 
The Wedderburn principal theorem for structurable algebras [13, 
Theorem lo] states that, if g is the radical of a finite-dimensional struc- 
turable algebra (d, -) of characteristic 0, there is a subalgebra (‘X, -) of 
(d, -), (%?, -)r(d/B, -), such that (&, -)=(@, -)@a. Any such sub- 
algebra (%‘, - ) is called a Wedderburn factor of (&‘, -). 
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COROLLARY 12. Let (~4, -) be a finite-dimensional structurable algebra 
of characteristic 0. If (WI, - ) and (%$ - ) are Wedderburn factors of (d, - ), 
there exists an automorphism r] in G such that n(wI) = w2. Also any semisim- 
ple subalgebra (9, - ) of (&, - ) is contained in a Wedderburn factor. 
3. COMPLETE REDUCIBILITY 
If (A, -) is a structurable bimodule for a structurable algebra (&, -), 
then a submodule A?’ of (A, ~ ) is a (bi)submodule of A such that 
2 = .A?‘. We call (~9, - ) completely reducible in case, for each submodule 
A” of (A, - ), there exists a submodule .A?” of (A, - ) such that 
JZ=dt’@h!rt. (31) 
We call (A, - ) irreducible in case the only submodules of (A, - ) are 0 
and A? # 0. It follows as usual that (A’, -) is completely reducible if and 
only if (A’, -) is a direct sum of irreducible submodules. 
THEOREM 13. Let (&, -) be a semisimplefinite-dimensional structurable 
algebra of characteristic 0, and let (A, -) be a finite-dimensional struc- 
turable bimodule for (~4, -). Then (~8, -) is completely reducible. 
Proof Let A!’ be any submodule of (A!, - ). We need to find a sub- 
module .A?/” of (A, - ) such that (31) holds. Now A?’ is a submodule of 
(A’, - ) if and only if A’ is an ideal of the split null extension (8, - ) in 
(23) which is contained in A’. 
Since (&, - ) is semisimple, X(8, - ) has the Levi decomposition (27) 
where w& in (26) is a semisimple subalgebra of Xx(&, - ). Since 
Z,(A) = rad X(8, -) is an ideal of Xx(&, -), II(A) is a (Lie) module for 
Y&. It is well known [7, Theorem 3.81 that the ?‘Q-module Z,(A) is com- 
pletely reducible. Now II is also an ideal of %x(&‘, -), and 
ZI(A”)~Zl(.M). Hence II is a V&-submodule of II(A). Complete 
reducibility implies the existence of a w&-submodule d of II(A) satisfying 
I,(.&) = Z,(JlP) 0 9. (32) 
Since T, is in T,c_9& by (26), we have [T,,d]~2!, and 2= Ox& 
where $ is the eigenspace for (ad T, ) 1 s corresponding to the eigenvalue i 
[2, p. 18431; in particular, 2, = {(x, 0): x in zz’> n d. If we consider the 
eigenspace Xx(&, -)i for ad(T,) corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, it 
follows from (32) that A! = A’@ A%“’ where A” = {m in A’: 
(m, 0) •2~) = {m in A!: (m, O)&}. In order to show that A”’ is a sub- 
module of (A, -), it is sufficient to show that 
(i) A!” is --stable, and 
(ii) xm is in A?” for all x in &, m in A?“. 
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We have (1,0) in Ad E w& and (1, O)- in 21, E “P‘PQ, so [( 1, O)“, [( 1, 0), 
(m, 0)]] = (m - Ci, 0) is in 9 for all m in A”, implying (i). Now (1) implies 
(33) 
for all x, y in (8, -), an identity which is equivalent to (22). For any x in 
&, we have TX in T& c w&, so that [TX, (m, 0)] = (T,(m), 0) is in 9 for 
all m in 4” by (6), implying T,(m) is in A” for all m in A”. Then (33) 
implies that xm is in A” for all x in d, m in .M”; that is, (ii) holds. Hence 
(a, -) is completely reducible. 
4. ALTERNATIVE ALGEBRAS 
As Allison has pointed out in [ 11, (&‘, ~ ) is a structurable algebra with 
the identity map as the involution - if and only if d is a unital (com- 
mutative) Jordan algebra. Therefore the application of theorems on struc- 
turable algebras to unital Jordan algebras is immediate. The application to 
alternative algebras (as, for example, in [13, Theorem Ill), although it 
can always be made, is not so direct. 
As part of the proof of [13, Theorem 111, we established the following 
result, which we state here as a lemma. 
LEMMA 14. Let d be a unital alternative algebra with involution - over 
@ of characteristic 22, 3. Then (zx!, -) is a structurable algebra over @. 
We were able to use this in [13] to study arbitrary alternative algebras 
as follows: if SG? is a unital alternative algebra, then the nonassociative 
algebra @ = d 0 d Op in which multiplication is defined in terms of the 
multiplication in d by 
(4 Yk w) = (xz, WY) (34) 
is a unital alternative algebra with involution - defined by 
kY)=(Y,x) (35) 
for all x, y in s’. Hence (9, -) is a structurable algebra by Lemma 14. A 
partial converse to Lemma 14 is given in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 15. Let d be a unital nonassociative algebra over @ of charac- 
teristic 22, 3, and let B= &@J&‘P with involution - defined by (35). Then 
(W, - ) is a structurable algebra over @ if and only if & is alternative. 
ProojI The “if’ part follows from Lemma 14 and the remarks above. 
For the converse, assume that (.@, - ) is a structurable algebra. Then 
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(a, -) is skew-alternative [l, Proposition 11. An element (x, y) in a is in 
Y if and only if y = -x. Hence (SY, -) skew-alternative implies that the 
associator [(x, -x), ( y, z), ( w, #)I = -C(Y, z), (x, --XL (WY u)l = C(Y, z), 
(w, u), (x, -x)] for all x, y, z, w, u in d [l, Eq. (6)]; that is, ([x, y, w], 
Cu, z, xl) = -(CY, x, WI, Cu, x, ~1) = (CY, w, xl, Cx, u, ~1) by (34). Hence 
cx, YP WI = -Cr, x, WI = CY, w, xl (36) 
for all x, y, w  in d. But (36) implies that d is alternative [ 12, p. 271. 
We give three examples of the use of structurable algebras to give new 
proofs of results on alternative algebras which were originally proved in 
[ll]. The first of these is that the radical of any finite-dimensional alter- 
native algebra d of characteristic 0 (not necessarily with 1) is charac- 
teristic [ll, Lemma 63. A trace argument was used for the proof in [ll]. 
Here we observe that, if the statement is true for unital alternative algebras, 
then it is true in general. For adjoin 1 to d to obtain an alternative algebra 
Sd~=CNozz (37) 
whose radical rad &I = rad d. For any derivation D of ZZ?, extend D by 
linearity to SQ, with D(1) = 0. Then this is a derivation of &i, and 
D(rad J@‘) = D(rad &i) G rad &‘r = rad &, as desired. Hence we may assume 
that d is unital, and obtain by Theorem 15 the structurable algebra (a, -) 
with involution (35). If D is any derivation of d, then the operator E on 9 
defined by 
J%, Y) = (Dx, QY) (38) 
for all x, y in d is a derivation of (a, - ). Lemma 4 implies that the radical 
5e = (rad d) 0 (rad d) (39) 
of (a, - ) [ 13, proof of Theorem 111 is characteristic: E(W) G S?. Hence 
E(x, y) in (38) is in (39) for all x, y in rad d, implying Dx is in rad d for 
all x in rad d; that is, rad d is characteristic. 
As a second example, we prove the complete reducibility of any (not 
necessarily unital) alternative bimodule JZ for any semisimple finite-dimen- 
sional alternative algebra d of characteristic 0 [ll, Theorem 21. (The 
statement in [11] refers to “representation” instead of bimodule, but the 
concepts are equivalent.) It is easy to see that it is sufficient to prove this 
for .M unital (by adjoining 1 to the split null extension d = &@ .& to 
obtain C$ = @l @d = &‘i @ JZ for &i in (37), and observing that the ideals 
of S; which are contained in .M coincide with the ideals of d which are con- 
tained in A). Then the split null extension d = d @ Jt’ is a unital alter- 
native algebra, and Q = &@bop with involution (35) is a structurable 
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algebra (9, -). It follows that the ideal J%! @ 2 of (9, ) is a structurable 
bimodule for the semisimple structurable algebra (99, -) in Theorem 15, 
and is completely reducible by Theorem 13. Let Jcl”’ be a submodule of the 
unital alternative bimodule J for JG?. We need to show the existence of a 
submodule A” of JZ satisfying (3 1). Now J @Z is a submodule of the 
structurable bimodule J?@J~ for (S?, -), so that complete reducibility 
gives a submodule 9 of &@J satisfying 
Since (1, 0) is in the center of ‘9, it follows easily that A” = (1,O) 9 is a 
submodule of &! satisfying (3 1). Hence the alternative bimodule JZ! for G? 
is completely reducible. 
As a final example we give a new proof of the Malcev-Harish-Chandra 
theorem for alternative algebras [ 11, Theorem 61: Let & be a tinite- 
dimensional (not necessarily unital) alternative algebra of characteristic 0 
with Wedderburn decomposition d = %@ (rad d), and let 9 be a 
semisimple subalgebra of d (where the identity element in 9 need not be 
an identity element for &‘). Then there is an automorphism q = exp D of d 
satisfying ~(9) c V, where the derivation D of d is in the radical of the 
associative enveloping algebra of the right and left multiplications of d. 
We begin the proof by letting J$’ be a unital alternative algebra over @ of 
characteristic 22, 3, and computing the derivation D~x,v~,~z,w~ of the struc- 
turable algebra (99, -) in Theorem 15. Equations (3), (34), and (35), 
together with easy identities in alternative algebras [12, p. 271, imply that 
D~x,vj,(z,w~(~, ~1 = ((D,,z + D.w&), (Dx,, +&J(u)) 
for all x, y, z, w, U, v in JZZ, where D,, is an inner derivation of d defined 
by 
D,,z(u) = f[ t-x, ~1, ~1 + Cx, u, ~1 (42) 
for all x, z, u in &‘; that is, 
Dx,== -f(%,z,-L[x,z~ +3CL,, &I) (43) 
is the derivation in [ 11, Eq. (12)] multiplied by -f and with the sign 
before the commutator [L,, R,] changed because of the (left-hand) 
functional notation used here whereas in [ 11, 123 operators are written on 
the right. For any subspaces !&, V of J@‘, we write L, = {L, in End,(&): x 
in %}, RQ = {R, in End,(d): x in a} and denote by D4v,v the subspace 
of End,(d) spanned by all derivations D,,= in (43) for x in %!‘, z in V. Also 
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(l), (34), and (35) imply that 
T(x,y)(~, 0) = ((Lx + L,)W~ w-x + R,)(4) 
for all x, y, U, u in d. 
(44) 
Assume that @ has characteristic 0, that d is finite-dimensional over 0, 
and that 1 is in both %? and 8. Then the structurable algebra (W, -) has 
radical W in (39) and 
(%!I, -)=(%?00, -)0W 
is a Wedderburn decomposition of (a, - ). Also (9 @ $, - ) is a semisimple 
subalgebra of (.SY, -). Hence Theorem 11 implies that there exists an 
automorphism fl of (9, -) such that 4 is a product of automorphisms of 
(B, -) of the form exp D, D in D,,,, and satisfying 
Then (41) implies that 
q(s@9)s%:oGT (45) 
4b4 u) = (?(U), ?(U)) (46) 
where q is a product of automorphisms of d of the form exp D, D in 
D radd,d. Also (45) and (46) imply that ~(9’) c%?. The Campbell- 
Hausdorff formula [ll, p. 141 implies that q = exp D for some D in 
D rad&l,.rlsl’ 
Now the associative enveloping algebra of the left and right mul- 
tiplications of d is the associative enveloping algebra Y* of the envelop- 
ing Lie algebra 2 of the left and right multiplications of d. It is known 
[12, p. 771 that 
Y=L,$R,$CL,,R~~=L,$R,-fD~,~. (47) 
Also it is easy to see, using the identities in [12, pp. 75-773, that 
L rads0 + &add + Dradd,d (48) 
is an ideal of 9. Let L, + R, + D (x, y in rad d, D in Dradd,&) be any 
element of (48). Then (44) and (41) imply that (T(X,X-,, + 6)(u, V) = 
((L,+R,+D)(u),(R,- - L,+D)(u)) for some B in D,,,. Theorem 5 
implies that T,,,, _ ,,) + s'. is nilpotent for all x, y in rad d and D in Da,8. 
Hence there exists n such that 0= (T,,,-,,+B)“(u, u)= 
((L, + R, + D)" (u), (Rx- y - L, + D)" (u)), implying that any element in 
(48) is nilpotent. Then, as in the proof of Theorem 5, [7, Theorem 2.21 
implies that (48) is contained in the radical of Y*. Hence q = exp D for 
some D in rad P*, as desired. 
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As in the two previous examples, it is not difficult to remove the 
additional hypotheses concerning 1. We adjoin 1 to d to obtain &r in (37). 
Then, applying what we have already proved to 9, = @lo%? and 
P, = @l @Y’, we have an automorphism ‘1, of&r such that qI = exp D, for 
SOme 4 in Dradd,,&,, and ql(.9,)s@I. But D,(l)=0 and D,(d)zd, so 
D = D, (& is a derivation of d in Draddal,&, and q = exp D = q, Id is an 
automorphism of d which satisfies q(9) 5 9?, since ~(9) E q(a) = L&’ and 
r](Y) = VI(P) s VIM:) 2 %. 
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